Infrared radiant heaters

Sustainability through technological advancements

Sustainability & environment are a key element in our mission
statement and reflected in our products. In times of rising
energy prices and ecological change in particular, we are all
the more committed to developing highly energy-efficient
products and extending our position as the technology leader.
The new generation of our ECO+ radiant heater is the result of
continuous improvement of our products. It enhances the
product experience while at the same time reducing energy
consumption. This is how we fulfil our commitments.

+

SOLAMAGIC ® - light-heat-sound
Next generation comfort combines light, heat and sound in a
single device.

Heat that reaches you

SOLAMAGIC ® - Close to the sun
Infrared radiation is a natural form of radiation which accounts
for nearly 50 % of the total radiation spectrum of the sun.
When infrared radiation comes into contact with our skin it triggers
a pleasant warming sensation. This is why it is also affectionately
known as "heat radiation". Without the daily dose of infrared
radiation from the sun there would be no life on Earth.
Thanks to its wavelength short-wave infrared radiation penetrates
the atmosphere particularly well, regardless of the air temperature.
This explains why we feel a pleasant warmth in the sunshine
during winter, despite a relatively low external temperature.
The SOLAMAGIC ® radiant heaters combine short-wave halogen
infrared radiation with perfected technology.

SOLAMAGIC ® 2000 ECO+ IP 65
The professional device for best of class outdoor use. Thanks
to hose water protection, it is particularly weather-resistant.

Powerful solutions for leisure time, hobby and trade

SOLAMAGIC ® supplies heat and improves quality of life in
many outdoor and indoor areas. Our aim is perfect harmony
between heat and light.
Our objective is optimum use of highly efficient future-oriented,
infrared technology in heating. To achieve it, we focus on our
customers and their individual needs.
Our infrared radiant heaters convince customers with well thought
out functionality, discerning design, and a long service life.
They are designed to thrill and to make warmth an emotional
experience.

+

More warmth and less
energy consumption

SOLAMAGIC ® 1400 ECO+
This radiator is the perfect companion for leisure time. The power-optimised radiator
combines best of class efficiency with amazing versatility. The option of using a
tripod means you can use it at any time in a flexible way, and in mobile applications.

Installation options
+ garden / patio / balcony
+ conservatory
+ catering
+ awnings
+ caravan / camping
+ hobby rooms / garages
+ parasols

+ living rooms
+ waiting areas
+ market stalls
+ ware houses / industrial halls
+ building sites
+ etc. …

SOLAMAGIC ® stand device
The craftsman's friend. Professional mobile, stand devices which is
suitable for flexible and safe use thanks to its light and stable frame.

SOLAMAGIC ® a versatile partner for all application areas
SOLAMAGIC ® heat and light attached to the mast
The mast bracket extends the SOLAMAGIC ® radiator's range
of applications in catering and private use. It supports safe and
convenient deployment, especially below large-scale shades.

Our energy saving lighting systems are the perfect supplement to
SOLAMAGIC ® radiators. They create a pleasant atmosphere
which invites you to linger.

SOLAMAGIC ® light-heat-advertising
This combination is the ideal advertising medium with a
designable backlit advertising space. A large range of spot
colours allows for customization to match any required look.

+

Reliable and flexible

SOLAMAGIC ® Sundowner
SOLAMAGIC ® Sundowner stand devices create variably usable
comfort zones in outdoor catering areas. For more comfort the
heat sources can be operated individually.

Heating ideas for In- and Outdoor applications

Our brand, SOLAMAGIC ®, clearly reflects our mission: to establish a platform for our customers success based on creativity and
leading technical know-how. With our infrared heating technology
we create an almost unlimited horizon of solutions.

+

Made in Germany

SOLAMAGIC ® light-heat-combinations
This customisable light-heat combination is versatile and leaves
nothing to be desired with respect to heat, light and comfort.
A variety of profile lengths are available for a perfect fit.

SOLAMAGIC ® warmth and lighting systems are particularly suitable for applications
under awnings and sun protection systems.

SOLAMAGIC ® in-ceiling mounting system
The unique ceiling mounting system for indoor and outdoor
applications integrates unobtrusively with a variety of ceiling
types.

SOLAMAGIC ® 500
Quality rather than size. Wherever low power consumption is a
requirement, the Solamagic 500 impresses with its versatile
range of applications.

More comfort and flexibility for your wellness

The comprehensive selection od accessories for controlling or
mounting allows a versatile range of applications in private,
commercial and public applications.
In combination with our new ECO+ heater we ensure constant and comfortable heating zones that enhance your wellbeing especially outdoors.

Our heaters are available in standard colours titanium, white and
nano-anthracite. By special request we can deliver further
colours (RAL).

SOLAMAGIC ® 2000 ECO+ RC
The convenience oriented premium device as a source of
heat with remote control.

+

Quality & safety

High premium materials and the perfect heat management
of our radiant heaters ensure a flexible and durable
outdoor application.

SOLAMAGIC ® ALL in one
Light and heat are combined in a perfect way to
create a cosy atmosphere in any setting.

Benefits at a glance
This comparison of systems clearly shows the highly efficient and environmentally
friendly way in which our infrared heating systems work. Especially outdoors, the

flexible range of applications and the comprehensive selection of accessories
that our radiators offer, ensure comfortable and constant heating zones.

Emitter
Operating costs (per hour)
Efficiency

Infrarot halogen tube (1400 watts)
approx 0,28 € (based on 0,20 €/kWh)
92 % of the energy consumed will be used an direct heat radiation.

Gas heater (4000 watt)
approx 1,00 € (based on 11,00 €/11 kg Gas and a consumption of 1 kg gas/h)
approx 40 % of the energy consumed is used as direct heat radiation.

Immediate heated effect
Energy/ safety

the warmth is felt immediately as soon as the switch is pressed.
1 sec. (90 % capacity)
The energy source is the socket. No safety concerns.

requires a long warming-up phase.
5 min. (90 % capacity)
High potential for danger by using gas.

CO2 emission

no direct CO2 emission

direct CO2 emission

Installation options

Can be mounted to walls, ceilings and structures or flexibly positioned indoors and outdoors on a tripod.
No

Assembled on a floor stand, with positioning being resricted.
Only outdoor use possible.
Very high

Wind sensitivity

